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DETAILED ACTION 
Remarks 

1. This office action is in response to the amendment filed on 03/04/2009. 
2. Claims 1-4 remain pending and have been examined. 

Response to Arguments 

3. Applicant's arguments filed on 03/04/2009, in particular on pages 2-4, have been 
fully considered but they are not persuasive. For example: 
■ At page 3, second paragraph, the Applicants submit that Zgarba does not 

address or suggest how to proceed if both the source code and software 
model are independently changed between synchronizations. However, 
Examiner respectfully disagrees. 
As Zgarba disclosed (col.4, lines 22-27), "This allows for proper 'round-trip' 
engineering of the software project, so that the software model and the source 
code can be kept synchronized, updates in both the source code and the 
software model will be maintained..." [emphasis added]. Moreover, Zgarba 
further discloses "the existing source code 4 is merged with the data from the 
software model 2 whereby to generated new source code 8 which then 
replaces the existing source code" [emphasis added] (see for example, col.4, 
lines 35-38). That is to say "the data from the software model" (model 
changed) and "the existing source code" can be merged to generate the new 
source code, wherein "the existing source code" includes "any parts of the 
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source code not represented by the software model" (modified source 
code)(see for example, col.4, lines 40-45). Therefore, with the "round-trip", any 
independently changed/modified artifacts can be synchronized by merging in 
the same format either in source code format or software model format as 
disclosed by Zgarba. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

4.     The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 
form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 
A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States. 

1.      Claims 1, 2 and 4 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by 
Zgarba (US 6,502,239 B2) 
Claim 1: 
Zgarba discloses a method for synchronizing a first artifact (source code) and a 
second artifact (software model), the first and second artifacts being 
interdependent and each artifact being modified independent of a modification to 
the other artifact after a last synchronization (see for example, Fig.1, and related 
text; also see col.1, lines 43-46), the first and second artifacts each having a 
plurality of elements and being of different formats (C++ and CDIF), the method 
comprising: 
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■ Performing a forward engineering operation to generate a temporary artifact 
(generic meta-model) having all the elements of a last synchronized version 
of the first artifact and having all the elements of a latest version of the 
second artifact transformed as the first artifacts (see for example, col. 5, lines 

3-5, "...parsing the code and transforming all the elements of the code...into a 

generic meta-model..."; also see col.6, lines 30-33, "If a software model 2 is 

already present when the data form the source file is imported into the 

software model, and data from the source file is to be merged into the 
software model rather than replacing it...') 

■ merging the temporary artifact and a latest version of the first artifact to create 

a synchronized version of the first artifact (see for example, coil, lines 2-5, 

".. .merging the data in the software model 2 with any existing source code 4, 
adding new code, changing code or removing code when necessary to create 

new source code 8"; also see col.4, lines 35-45); and 
■ performing a reverse engineering operation to generate a synchronized 

version of the second artifact having all the elements of the latest version of 
the second artifact and having all the elements of the synchronized version of 
the first artifact transformed as the second artifact (see for example, Fig.4, 

step 10, generating software model from newly generated source code; also 

see col.3, line 67- col.4, line 3, "...permit generation of software models from 

source code using various different modeling methodologies and also permit 

the engraftation of source code from the software model') 
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Claim 2: 
Zqarba also discloses the method/system of claim 1 wherein one of the first and 
second artifacts is a software model artifact (software model) and the other of the 
first and second artifacts is a code artifact (source code) (see for exampleFig.1, 
Fig.4, "Software Model", "source code" and related text) 

Claim 4: 
Zqarba also discloses the method of claim 2, wherein the code artifact is a 3GL 
source file, (see for example, col.3, lines 49-55, C++ programming language) 

2.      Claim 3 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Zqarba 
(US 6,502,239 B2) in view of Iyengar (US 6,038,393) 
Claim 3: 
Zqarba discloses the method of claim 2, but does not explicitly disclose wherein 
the software model artifact is a Unified Modeling Language (UML) file. However, 
Iyengar in the same analogous art of transforming application into UML and/or 
UML models into application (see for example, ABSTRACT, "The system also 

transforms legacy business processes, including legacy applications into UML 

format...The system also allows the reverse engineering and reverse 
transformation of UML models ...into application components"). Therefore, it 
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would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the 
invention was made to utilize the UML language to represent the software model 
in Zgarba. One would have been motivated to do so to standardize the model 
transformation with other object models as suggested by Iyengar (see for 

example, col. 3, and Hnes22-38, "UML is the result of an effort to create 

standardization in the various object-oriented methods") 

Conclusion 

5.     The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to 
applicant's disclosure. 
Applicant's arguments with respect to claims rejection have been considered but 
are not persuasive. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP 
§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 
37 CFR 1.136(a). 
A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 
MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed 
within TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory 
action is not mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory 
period, then the shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory 
action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be 
calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, however, will 
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the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing 
date of this final action. 

6.     Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 
examiner should be directed to Zheng Wei whose telephone number is (571) 
270-1059 and Fax number is (571) 270-2059. The examiner can normally be 
reached on Monday-Thursday 8:00-15:00. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the 
examiner's supervisor, Tuan Q. Dam can be reached on (571) 272-3695. The 
fax phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is 
assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Any inquiry of a general nature of relating to the status of this application 
or proceeding should be directed to the TC 2100 Group receptionist whose 
telephone number is 571- 272-1000. 
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from 
the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information 
for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public 
PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through 
Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair- 
direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 
system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll- 
free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service 
Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786- 
9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

/Zheng Wei/ 
Examiner, Art Unit 2192 

/Tuan Q. Dam/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2192 


